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Abstract 

Self-reinforced composites are polymeric materials formed by a reinforcement core and a 

low-melting point skin, which acts as a matrix after the consolidation step. These materials 

are widely exploited in industrial applications for their mechanical resistance and 

durability, which are themselves influenced by processing conditions and polymer 

composition. In the present work, two similar polypropylene-based commercial fabrics 

were used to evaluate the surface modifications after laminate compaction and after 

artificial aging using atomic force microscopy. The results were correlated with the 

chemical and physical-chemical interactions obtained from scanning electron microscopy, 

transmission electron microscopy, raman and thermal analysis experiments. Single tape 

consolidated laminate before and after aging displayed different superficial features that 

can explain the differences in the macroscopic behavior of the two products. 

 

Keyword: Self Reinforced Composites, SRCs, AFM, Raman, Degradation, Thermal 

analysis, 

 

  



1. INTRODUCTION 

Self-reinforced composites (SRCs) are a promising class of polymers for several industrial 

applications, such as suitcases, sport equipment, protective armour, automobile parts and 

road barriers [1,2]. Various manufacturing processes are reported in the literature [1,2], but 

many researchers have focused their attention on co-extruded tapes made of  a highly 

oriented polypropylene (PP) core and  polypropylene/polyethylene (PP/PE) copolymer 

skin. In this type of material, the core acts as reinforcement and the skin, with lower 

melting point, becomes the matrix after consolidation. 

SRC laminates properties, such as mechanical resistance and durability, are influenced by 

the drawing process, consolidation parameters, core/skin interface and tape characteristics 

(e.g., PE content and crystallinity) [3-9]. Utilizing different experimental methods, PP, PE 

and copolymer PP-PE have examined for both crystallinity determination [6–27] and the 

influence of fibers  on crystallization morphology [28,29]. However, while many studies 

examine thin film isothermal and non-isothermal melt-crystallisation, in-depth studies 

concerning the superficial changes that occur as a result of consolidation and artificial 

aging of SRC are missing. Recently, we reported properties of two commercial self-

reinforced polymer composites focusing, in particular, on the peel resistance and on the 

crystallinity and PE content using the Raman spectroscopy and differential scanning 

calorimetry (DSC) [30,31]. Considering a possible outdoor application, the effect of UV 

radiation on the coextruded tape and laminate was also assessed [9,31]. In this case, SRC 

mechanical properties demonstrated a significant decrease and an evident embrittlement 

after 250 h of exposure [31]. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) revealed the 

presence of low molecular weight by-products characterized by carbonyl or 

hydroxyl/hydroperoxide groups. Their amount was higher in tapes compared to laminates 

due to internal stresses induced by the drawing process. DSC and FT-IR results proved 

that the amorphous phase present in laminates is able to rearrange its structure causing an 

increase in the overall crystallinity. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy revealed that after 

prolonged exposure time, photo-degradation induces a rise of the isomeric defect fraction, 

limiting chemi-crystallisation both for tapes and laminates [31].  



Atomic force microscopy (AFM) can be a powerful tool to characterize topography, as well 

as many other properties of polymer composites. It has several advantages over electron 

microscopy: (i) samples do not need to be coated as for scanning electron microscopy 

(SEM) observation; (ii) it does not need ultrathin samples as in the case of transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). Furthermore, many composite polymeric materials exhibit 

nanoscale domains. Assessing the stiffness of such domains can help us understand their 

contributions to the overall mechanical properties of the bulk materials. The specific goal 

of this work was to investigate two commercial self-reinforced composites with the same 

number of tapes arranged in warp and weft directions and in particular to examine the 

surface changes after compaction and after aging of these materials. Here, we compared 

AFM results with the chemical and physical-chemical interactions obtained from SEM, 

TEM, Raman and thermal analysis experiments.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Materials 

Two commercial fabrics with the same number of tapes arranged in warp and weft 

direction, were used in this study. Sample P refers to a plain weave fabric and sample T 

indicates a twill weave style. Both tapes have a highly oriented polypropylene (PP) 

homopolymer core, whereas they differ in skin composition: sample T skin is composed of 

a polypropylene-polyethylene copolymer (co-PP/PE) while sample P skin is a blend of PE 

and a copolymer PP-PE (co-PP/PE+PE), as previously established [30].  

The comparative analysis between P and T materials was conducted on both tapes - the 

single element constituting the fabrics - and consolidated laminates, before and after after 

artificial weathering. Ten fabric layers were consolidated at 140°C with a pressure of 2.2 

MPa for 5 min, using a heating rate of 3.8 K/min, and then cooled at 50°C with a cooling 

rate of 3.6 K/min. 

 

2.2. Artificial weathering 



After consolidation, laminates were artificially weathered for 250 h, as previously 

described [31]. For sample conditioning, a Q-Sun Xenon test Chamber Model Xe-1 

equipped with a xenon-arc lamp, which emits radiation from ultraviolet to infrared, was 

used. A daylight filter guarantees a spectral power distribution (SPD) of 678.8 Wm-2 in the 

range 300–800 nm equivalent to noon summer sunlight. Irradiation in the range of 340 ± 10 

nm and temperature control were achieved by an irradiance sensor and an insulated black 

panel temperature sensor embedded in the chamber. The exposure parameters were 

selected in compliance with ISO 4892-part 2. 

 

2.3. Atomic Force Microscopy analysis 

Morphological and mechanical characterization of all samples was made using both a 

Solver Pro-M (NT-MDT, Moscow, Russia) and a Nanowizard 4a (JPK, Berlin, Germany) 

atomic force microscope. In particular, the latter was used in the Quantitative Imaging 

(QI) mode, allowing a simultaneous collection of sample morphology and stiffness. With 

this technique, each pixel is probed with a force-deformation curve: the measured height 

of the sample is defined at 80% of the force set-point (5nN), while the stiffness is expressed 

as the slope of the loading curve. A cantilever with pyramidal tip (PPP-FM from 

NanosensorsTM, nominal radius of curvature < 10 nm, nominal force constant = 2 N/m) was 

used and calibrated by the thermal noise method. Scanned portions were selected 

randomly along the sample, and for each specimen, at least four areas were probed. Test 

were carried out by selecting at least 3 portions for each area (ridges, center of the 

spherulite, fibers) and for each portion approximately 50 points were analyzed, thus 

having a representative description of each element of interest. For both coarse and fine 

imaging, 256x256 pixels were acquired. Collected images were processed with the JPK 

Data Processing software (version spm 6-0-4), using both planar and linear fit between 

scan lines corrections.  

The acquired slope from Quantitative Imaging does not consider the vertical displacement 

of the cantilever while indenting the sample, thus we have further processed the images to 

calculate the local stiffness in terms of Young’s modulus values. For each domain of 



interest, four areas of about 50 points were selected, and the experimental curves were 

fitted with the Hertz model, considering an indentation depth of 2 nm after the contact 

point. This depth is enough to cover the indentation phase of the sample. Experimental 

curves with non-convergent fitting were discarded. The obtained data were tested for 

normality with the Shapiro-Wilk test, and statistical comparisons were made using a 

Mann-Whitney test between two conditions, or Kruskal-Wallis test with Dunn’s correction 

for multiple comparison. An α value of 0.05 was utilized as the confidence level. Data are 

graphically reported as box-plots with Tukey representation and significant differences 

are displayed as * = p<0.05, ** = p<0.005, *** = p<0.001, **** = p<0.0001, n.s. = not significant.  

 

2.4. Differential Scanning Calorimetry and Thermogravimetric analysis 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was carried out as reported in [30,31], 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a STA 429 EP Netzsch in air with 

a heating rate of 10 K/min in alumina crucibles until 800°C, and using a sample weight of 

about 40 mg. 

 

2.5. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Sample surfaces were inspected with Stereoscan 430 Leica scanning electron microscope 

(SEM). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was performed with a Philips EM208 

(images acquisition Olympus Quemesa, 11 Mpix) on tape P embedded in epoxy resin and 

cut into thin slices. Images were analysed using Image Pro Plus (Media Cybernetics). 

 

2.6. Raman spectroscopy 

The Raman spectra were acquired with an InVia Raman microscope (Renishaw, Wotton-

Under-Edge, UK), using 785 nm diode laser delivering 250 mW to the sample. The laser 

was focused by a microscope objective (10x N.A. 0.75) onto the sample. Several spectra on 

each sample were collected with an acquisition time of 30 s. Raman spectra were analysed 

using Fityk 0.9.8 [32], fitting the vibrational bands with the Voigt function. The fraction of 



the crystalline phase (ΧRc), the isomeric defect phase (XRb) and the amorphous phase (XRa) 

were evaluated using the methods described by Nielsen et al. [33]. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Tape analysis 

After thermogravimetric analysis, the residual mass at 800°C was 4wt% and 2wt% for tape 

P and T, respectively, indicating that both fabrics contain an inorganic filler. 

In Figure 1, the AFM features of tape P are shown. The entire surface has a spherulitic 

texture valley type centre. As an example, in Figure 1c, the spherulite profile 

corresponding to the white line indicated in Figure 1a is shown. Furthermore, Figures 1b 

and 1d illustrate the 2D and a 3D reconstructions of Figure 1a, respectively. The 

spherulites have a radial lamellar morphology: spherulite average diameter size is 1.96 ± 

0.44 µm while, the lamella thickness is roughly 0.34 ± 0.07 µm (this latter data may be 

slightly overestimated due to the difficulties of assessing a thickness using the AFM 

technique). Despite the TGA results, there is no evidence on the surface of filler particles. 

TEM image of a longitudinal tape section (Figure 2) emphasises (i) skin undulation, (ii) the 

presence of spherulites only in the skin and (iii) inorganic filler particles in the core, 

indicated by arrows in Figure 2.   



 

Figure 1. AFM topography of tape P at higher magnification, (a) height mode; (b) force mode; (c) 

spherulite surface profile measured along the white line in (a); (d) 3D reconstruction of (a). 

 

Figure 2. TEM image of a longitudinal section of tape P. Arrow indicate filler particle. 

 

In Figure 3 the AFM results (height and force mode) for T tape are shown. The 

morphology exhibits a structure with fibres aligned along the direction of tape extrusion 

and no evidence of spherulites is detected. The presence of areas with a more disordered 



structure, as highlighted in Figure 3c and 3d, can be explained by a non-uniform tilting of 

crystalline portions during the drawing process, as reported by Sauer [34]. In Figure 3 

filler particles are also distinguishable as shown by the white circles of panels 3a and 3b.  

 

Figure 3. AFM topography of T tape disordered structure; (a) height mode and (b) force mode; (c) 

and (d) are  higher magnifications of panels a and b respectively.)  

 

As revealed by AFM and TEM for sample P, the morphology of the two tapes looks very 

different. The main reason is the presence of PE only in tape P skin (blend of co-PP/PE+ 

PE), as demonstrated in [30], with a crystallinity of 38%. Hence the spherulites most likely 

are due to the PE in the blend which enables crystallization. The non-homogenous skin 

thickness detected in Figure 2 supports the observation of improper matching of the 

skin/core viscosities during coextrusion, as previously reported [30]. 



Conversely, tape T skin is strongly adherent to the highly oriented PP core, according to 

its profile and therefore does not crystallize into spherulites. 

Another consideration regards the filler presence. Fillers were present in the core of both 

materials, but they are recognizable only on the tape T surface (Figure 3) since, as 

aforementioned, the skin is strongly adherent to the core. 

 

3.2. Laminate surfaces analysis 

In Figure 4, the laminate P surface from the AFM topography is shown. In this case, the 

spherulitic structure has virtually vanished, and only few features attributable to 

spherulites are present. This feature probably is due to non-perfect recrystallization during 

cooling.  

In Figure 5a, a SEM image of the P laminate is reported. Some small rods (mean length 

and width of 411 ± 83 nm and 57 ± 10 nm respectively) are present. For the same specimen, 

AFM results reported in Figure 5b and 5c show some kind of organization, with lamellae-

like dimensions of 560 ± 122 nm and 71 ± 25 nm for mean length and width, respectively 

comparable to the rods features observed with SEM.  

During consolidation, the effects of pressure and temperature are synergic: the skin melts 

connecting the layers, and the pressure hinders the spherulite formation during cooling. 

These two phenomena and the low melting PE fraction in the blend of the skin lead to a 

morphology typical of a skin epitaxial solidification [12] on the isotactic polypropylene 

(iPP) fibres (not melted) with a knobby structure as also previously reported [35]. Here, 

the PE lamellae grow on the iPP fibre, and not the  γPP on αPP as in Hobbs et al. [35].  

 



 

Figure 4. AFM topography of laminate P at higher magnification, (a) height mode and (b) force 

mode. 

 

Figure 5. Laminate P surface (a) SEM image; AFM topography at higher magnification (b) height 

mode and (c) force mode. 

 



Figure 6 shows samples of AFM topographies of the laminate T surface. As in the previous 

case, there is a joint effect of pressure and temperature during consolidation, which leads, 

during cooling, to a recrystallization of the skin in a disorganised structure (Figure 6a and 

b) with no evidence of spherulites, but knobby (Figure 6c and 6d) and “shish-kebab like” 

(Figure 6e and 6f) structures. The kebab formation is due to lamellar crystallization on pre-

crystallized fibres (shish) that act as nucleation sites for the kebabs [29,36-38]. Based on the 

aforementioned results, we can assume that tape T has a higher iPP core draw ratio than 

tape P. 

 

Figure 6. AFM enlargement of laminate T surface: (a), (c) and (e) height mode; (b), (d) and (f) force 

mode; (a) and (b) disorder; (c) and (d) knobby structure; (e) and (f) shish-kebab like structure. 

 

 

3.3. Laminate surfaces after aging 



After 250 h of exposure both surfaces have developed numerous cracks, as shown in 

Figure 7 for laminates P and T. It is possible to recognize the tape orientation, since the 

cracks follow tape extrusion direction. Sample T shows a higher crack density than sample 

P.  

 

Figure 7. Optical microscope images of (a) laminate P and (b) laminate T surface after 250 h of 

aging. 

 

 

3.3.1. Laminate P after aging 

In Figure 8, the AFM results for the laminate P after aging are shown. There are obvious 

crack signs smaller than those visible with optical microscopy (Figure 7a). The crack size 

ranges from a few microns to millimetres. After aging, spherulites reappear on the surface, 

more evident around the cracks (Figure 8b). In our previous paper [31], we reported that 

aging induces an increase in crystallinity due to chemi-crystallization as result of the chain 

scission. Here, it is evident that the chemi-crystallization happens on the surface skin, 

forming a spherulite structure due to the PE fraction in the skin, as seen in the tape P. The 

crystallization produces a shrinkage that promotes a crack formation of microscopic size 

without orientation. Conversely, macroscopic cracks are oriented along the extrusion 

direction (the core stretching direction). This orientation is due to the presence of the 

stretched fibres below the skin that force the skin i) to crystallize and ii) to consequently 

fracture along a preferred orientation. 



 

Figure 8. AFM topography of laminate P surface after aging: (a) height mode, the presence of 

surface cracks is evident; at higher magnification (b) height mode and (c) force mode; there is 

evidence of spherulitic structure around the cracks. 

 

 

3.3.2. Laminate T after aging 

Figures 9 and 10 show AFM shots of laminate T surface after aging. As found in laminate 

P, in theT aged laminate surface cracks are evident, oriented along the fibers direction (the 

tape extrusion direction) (Figure 9). However, unlike the laminate P, in this laminate it is 

possible to differentiate the iPP fibres under a partially crystallized skin without spherulite 

formation (Figures 10a and 10c). A one dimensional organized knobby-like structure is 

also present (Figure 10a). In some areas, larger features with higher density are observed 

(Figure 10c). In the same picture, on the left side, a crazing feature perpendicular to the 



fibres is also present. As described for the laminate P, in laminate T there is an increase in 

crystallinity, although in this case, the underlying iPP fibres do not seem to be involved in 

the degradation (at least for the selected aging time). In Figure 10f, zones with increased 

rigidity are observed that are not detectable using the height mode, probably due to a 

more closed bundle up of crystal lamellae. 

 

 

Figure 9. AFM topography of aged laminate T surface.  



 

Figure 10. AFM magnification of aged laminate T surface (a), (c), (e) height mode and (b), (d), (f) 

force mode.  

 

DSC analysis on laminate T before and after the 250 h of aging shows that the crystalline 

fraction slightly increases from 86% to 88% and the melting peak shifts to a lower 

temperature (Figure 11a) as has been observed previously [39-45]. The crystallinity 



variation for sample P (tape, laminate before and after aging) has already been reported 

[31]. The Raman spectra are also different (Figure 11b and 11c), showing, after aging, a 

situation closer to that of the tape. The differences in crystalline fraction for tape and for 

laminates before and after 250 h of aging as assessed by Raman spectroscopy are reported 

in Table 1.  

The two Raman peaks of Figures 11b and 11c derive from the convolution of 3 peaks: 

crystalline phase (809 cm-1), amorphous phase (830 cm-1) and the defective phase (840 cm-

1), as reported in [30]. It can therefore be seen (Figure 11b) that for the laminate T before 

aging, the amorphous phase (albeit small - 8% from Table 1) is present (small red peak) as 

well as the crystalline (51% from Table 1) and defective peaks (41 % from Table 1); on the 

other hand, after aging the amorphous phase almost disappears (5% from Table 1) and the 

defective phase is considerably reduced (13% from Table 1) with the result of increasing 

the crystalline phase from 51% to 82% (Table 1). 

 

Table 1. Calculated fraction of crystalline phase ( χcR), isomeric defect phase (χbR), melt-like 

amorphous phase (χaR) for tape T, laminate before and after 250h of aging time, using Raman 

spectroscopy. 

Phase \ condition Tape* Laminate 0h Laminate 250h aging 

χcR (%) 79±1 51±1 82±1 

χbR (%) 10±1 41±2 13±0.4 

χaR (%) 11±1 8±3 5±1 

*Data already published [30] 



 

Figure 11. Laminate T: (a) DSC results before and after 250 h of aging. (b) Raman spectra of 

laminate T  before and (c) after aging.  

 

The different results obtained from DSC and Raman on the crystallinity are due to the fact 

that DSC analysis is volumetric, whereas Raman spectroscopy is focused on the surface. 

Thus, the higher value found with DSC encompasses the entire iPP-core crystallinity. In 

this case the crystallinity did not change due to the stretching. 

 

3.4 Young’s modulus calculation 

In Figure 12, the results for the calculated Young’s modulus are reported.  



In Figure 12a, the comparison is reported for the bright zone (ridge) of spherulites of tape 

(Figure 1b), laminate (Figure 4b) and laminate after aging (Figure 8c). As shown from 

crystallinity results, there is a decrease in E values after lamination and a strong increase 

after aging. 

 

Figure 12. Box plot (a) for the spherulite ridges of P sample; (b) for T tape sample; (c) for laminate T 

on bright and dark zone of Figure 6; (d) for aged laminate T on bright and dark zone of Figure 10f. 

 

In Figure 12b the comparison among fibre (Figure 3b), between fibre (Figure 3b) and 

disturbed zone (Figure 3d) for the T tape is reported. There is a decrease in the mean 

values of the Young’s modulus, although not significant, from fibres and zones between 

fibres, whereas disturbed areas are significantly softer than fibre domains.  

For laminate T, the bright areas presented in Figure 6c and 6d (knobby and shish-kebab 

like structures) are significantly stiffer than surrounding dark domains, as reported in 

Figure 12c. 

After aging of laminate T, very bright zones appear on the surface (Figure 10f) indicating 

regions that are more rigid than the surrounding areas (Figure 12d). 

 



4. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work, two similar PP based commercial fabrics were used to evaluate the 

surface modification after laminate compaction and after artificial aging. It should be 

emphasized that both materials are composed of coextruded tapes made of an iPP 

stretched core (reinforcement) and a copolymer PP/PE skin with a lower melting 

temperature (matrix).  It is well known that a copolymer iPP/PE can hardly crystallize [46-

50]. However, in our study, the P material shows spherulites in both the tape and after 

aging; the consolidation step destroys the spherulite structure which are not able to form 

during cooling due to the pressure. This confirms, from a morphological point of view, 

our previous findings [30] on the composition of the P skin, that it is not only the 

copolymer but the blend with PE that crystalizes. As expected, the T material did not show 

spherulites either in tape or in laminate before or after aging, confirming that the skin is 

effectively a copolymer, well adherent to the stretched iPP core. The consolidation step 

melts the skin so that it cannot re-crystallize, nevertheless, the non-melted iPP fibres 

stimulate a shish-kebab like structure. 

Aging causes chain breaking and subsequent chemi-crystallisation differently for the two 

materials. In P there is a restoration of spherulites, while in T, zones with higher stiffness 

are visible. In both cases, cracks are formed due to re-crystallisation shrinkage, oriented 

along the extrusion direction. These results lead to the conclusion that between the two 

materials, the type T, after exposure to UV, shows the greatest signs of embrittlement. 

Furthermore, the morphology observed in laminate T before and after aging suggests that 

the iPP core has a higher draw ratio than the P core. 

Thus, it can be concluded that the manufacturing process (draw ratio, temperature and 

time) and the skin composition (copolymer or blend) produce different morphologies both 

after compaction and especially after aging. 
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• 2 commercial SRCs, with the same number of tapes in warp and weft direction were studied 

• SRC- type P skin is not only copolymer but blend with PE that crystalizes in spherulites 

• SRC – type T skin is a copolymer well adherent to the stretched iPP core and no spherulites 

• Manufacturing process and the skin composition produce different morphologies 

• The aging causes a chain breaking dissimilar for the two materials 
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